
ELLESMERE SWANSONG
The end of a lake? 

L
ake Ellesmere is one of the icons of Canterbury. With 

an area of about 200 square kilometres it is the region’s 

largest lake, and the fi fth largest in New Zealand. 

According to geologists, Lake Ellesmere has existed in 

approximately its present form for about 8,000 years. Maori 

have fi shed the lake (originally called Te Waihora) for several 

centuries, and a European fi shing settlement has stood on its 

shores since the 1850s. Lake Ellesmere is home to numerous 

species of fi sh and waterfowl, and is also one of New Zealand’s 

most important eel fi sheries. But soon, incredibly, this could 

all be over. There are now grave fears that the ecosystem of 

Ellesmere is about to collapse. In a few years’ time the lake 

may be damaged beyond all recognition.

The sun is just rising as I arrive at the village of Fisherman’s 

Point. Situated beside a river mouth at the south-western corner 

of Lake Ellesmere, the village is a rambling conglomeration 

of elderly-looking cottages and shacks. In the yellowish early 

morning sunlight, it looks like a ghost town – only the smoke 

drifting from one of the houses gives any clue to human 

habitation. As I get out of my car, a pig wanders up from the 

lake shore, and trots down the main street.

Fisherman’s Point has seen the rise and fall of the Lake 

Ellesmere fi shing industry. It was originally founded in 

the mid-1800s, and by the turn of the century more than 

a hundred commercial fi shermen were making their living 

here by catching fl ounder and yellow-eyed mullet. By the 

1950s, fi sh stocks had begun to diminish, and only about 

twenty fi shermen were working the lake. And by the 1970s 

– when eels had become a fi nancially viable catch – there 

were only a handful of commercial fi shers left to harvest 

them. Until the 1980s, only licensed fi shermen were allowed 

to own land at Fisherman’s Point village. 

I’d come to Fisherman’s Point to see one of the last commercial 

fi shermen on Ellesmere. No-one alive today knows the lake as 

well as Clem Smith. Clem was born and raised on the banks 

of the Waikewai Creek, one of more than 40 waterways that 

fl ow into Ellesmere. His father worked as a fi sherman on 

the lake, and Clem grew up helping on his father’s boat. 

Following in his father’s footsteps, Clem eventually became a 

commercial fi sherman on Ellesmere himself. He’s been fi shing 

the lake longer than almost anyone and is the only remaining 

commercial fi sher living at Fisherman’s Point. He’s spent 

nearly every day of the last three decades working in his boat 

on the lake.
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T
he day I visited was no different, and despite being a 

public holiday, Clem still had to complete the daily dose 

of hard physical work that’s part of his job. I met Clem 

outside his cottage, and introduced myself. Years of lifting 

heavy nets have given Clem the handshake and physique of a 

retired wrestler. At fi rst impression, he seemed like the type of 

chap you defi nitely don’t want to upset. But despite his grizzled 

exterior, I discovered that Clem has a boyish enthusiasm for 

the lake and its wildlife, and he was soon expounding its 

magnifi cence. “I just love Ellesmere,” he declared, as we looked 

out at the view from his front porch. “And I still love going 

fi shing on the lake, even though I’ve been doing it as a living 

for 30 years.”

Ellesmere is certainly worthy of his appreciation. In 1990 it 

was offi cially declared to be a wildlife habitat of international 

importance. In addition to this, Ellesmere’s geology makes it 

entirely unique in New Zealand for a lake of its size. Rather 

than being inland, as with other lakes of comparable area such 

as Wanaka or Wakatipu, Ellesmere is situated smack dab on the 

coastline of Banks Peninsula, separated from the sea by just 

the thin strip of Kaitorete Spit. At Fisherman’s Point the spit is 

particularly narrow, and the separation of lake and sea is only 

a few metres. Prior to the arrival of humans, the lake would 

periodically burst forth here, pouring itself into the sea like a 

gigantic bathtub being emptied. This sounds catastrophic, but 

the entire ecosystem of Ellesmere has adapted itself to depend 

on such events. The broaching of Kaitorete Spit enables new 

fi sh stocks to enter the lake, fl ushes out silt and other debris, 

and allows mature fi sh to escape to sea for breeding. 

With the arrival of humans at Ellesmere, these catastrophic 

events have been circumvented. Kaitorete Spit is now broached 

in a controlled manner, and the lake is maintained at a more-

or-less constant level. Pre-European Maori kept the lake at a 

depth of approximately three metres, providing an optimum 

environment for the fi sh and waterfowl they harvested. But 

in modern times the lake has been kept at an average depth of 

less than two metres. This has allowed more land to be used 

for farming, and has prevented fl ooding of the Lincoln and 

Prebbleton townships.

The intermittent nature of the connection between lake and 

sea provides Clem with his fi rst job of the day. Low water 

infl ows have meant that the lake has not been opened this 

year. As a consequence, he must release some of the eels from 

the previous day’s catch into the sea, so that they can breed 

and eventually replenish the population in Ellesmere. The 

eels destined for liberation were kept overnight in a barrel at 

Malcolm Walker’s hut, a few hundred metres down the road. As 

we arrived there, I observed a dozen not-so-lucky eels hanging 

from a whata in the back yard.

Malcolm was drying these eels prior to smoking them in the 

traditional Maori manner. He explained that eels prepared like 

this were once a staple of the district, but are now eaten only as a 

delicacy. “Wrap them in brown paper, and store them beside the 

fi replace,” Malcolm advised. “They’ll keep for a year like that.”

Malcolm introduced me to his grand-nephew, Taura Martin. 

Taura works as a truck driver, but eventually hopes to become 

a commercial fi sherman on Ellesmere. He’s learning the trade 

by working with Clem on the weekends. 

The barrel of live eels was hoisted into the back of a truck, 

and we drove along the dusty track to Kaitorete Spit. The eels 

were released onto damp shingle near the edge of the waves. 

Clem, Malcolm, and Taura watched like indulgent fathers as the 

eels gingerly sniffed the air, and then – detecting the scent of 

salt water – began to slither rapidly towards the sea. We caught 

a brief glimpse of them in the surf, and then they were gone. 

They had just begun a 2,500 kilometre journey back to the deep 

ocean trenches near Tonga where they were born, and where 

they will return to breed and die.

The life cycle of these eels is truly extraordinary. Their eggs 

hatch into minuscule leaf-shaped larvae (or leptocephalus) that 

drift for several years on the ocean currents between Tonga and 

New Zealand. When they arrive off the Canterbury coast, the 

larvae metamorphose into tiny ‘glass eels’ about six centimetres 

long. These swim into Ellesmere when it’s open to the sea. After 

a few weeks they lose their transparency and become elvers—

which, in due course, grow into full-size eels. A long-fi nned eel 

may take up to 100 years to reach maturity. 

Eels have been caught in Ellesmere measuring over two 

metres in length, and weighing more than 40 kilograms. This 

kind of monster eel will regularly catch ducks as part of its diet. 

In one of nature’s bizarre quirks, any mature eels not caught by 

fi shermen (or liberated for breeding) will eventually attempt to 

leave Ellesmere under their own steam.

As we walked back along Kaitorete Spit, Clem described the 

autumn nights when the male short-fi nned eels make their bid 

for freedom. “They tend to go in large groups,” he observed. 

“They wriggle up out of the lake, and then try to climb across 

Kaitorete Spit. The fi rst group will only make it a short distance 

before they get covered in shingle and bogged down. But then 

the next wave of eels come along, and using the corpses of the 

fi rst group as sort of a road, get a little further over the shingle 

before they die. And then the next wave of eels arrive, and 

they get a bit further still. And so on. Finally the last lot come 

along, and some of them make it. So you might have several 

tonnes of male short-fi nned eel trying to leave the lake in one 

night, and in the morning nearly all of them will be lying dead 

on Kaitorete Spit. Only a handful will have actually reached 

the sea.”

As I pondered this extraordinary description, we arrived at 

Waikewai Creek where Clem’s fi shing boats are moored. His 

boats are aluminium-hulled, with a shallow draught, and 

surprisingly large motors. Such powerful engines are necessary 

not only to provide suffi cient speed to traverse a lake as large 

as Ellesmere, but also to produce enough acceleration to get 

the boats planing on their hulls within a short distance. This 

second requirement was demonstrated in dramatic fashion as 

Clem and Malcolm started the engines, and we left the creek 

for the lake. 
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The reduced lake depth of modern times is less conducive to 

a healthy ecosystem, and provides much less fl ushing and 

scouring during the broaching of Kaitorete spit.

Clem is very concerned about the deterioration that he sees 

in Ellesmere. “The lake is sitting on a knife edge now,” he told 

me. “You get the feeling that it’s just teetering on the brink. 

It’s the water infl ows that are the most worrying to me. Ever 

since I can remember, it’s only been in the height of summer 

that evaporation from the lake will beat the infl ows, and you’ll 

see the lake level dropping. But this last year the lake started 

dropping in September – months earlier than normal.”

Low water infl ows may well be the fi nal nail in the coffi n for 

Ellesmere. A reduction in water infl ow means that the pollutants 

in the lake and its waterways are less diluted. Under the current 

management regime it also means that Kaitorete spit will be 

broached – and the lake fl ushed out – far less often.

What has caused the water infl ows to be reduced? Judge 

Smith found it due to excessive amounts of groundwater 

being pumped from aquifers in the countryside surrounding 

Ellesmere. This has depleted the spring-fed lowland streams, 

providing the majority of infl ow into the lake. The judge noted 

that over the last ten years, more than 40 new wells have been 

drilled in the area surrounding the Irwell River – just one of the 

feeders into Ellesmere. This has resulted in an extra 11 million 

tonnes of water per year being pumped out. To put this fi gure 

into perspective, the entire city of Christchurch uses only 50 

million tonnes of water per year. The Irwell River has run dry 

in six out of the last eight years, whereas previously it had only 

run out of water during the occasional particularly dry summer. 

Judge Smith concluded that this is no coincidence.

So what will happen to Lake Ellesmere if the current 

circumstances continue? NIWA scientist Dr Clive Howard-

Williams has studied the lake for many years, and is unequivocal 

W
hen Clem was a boy, the creek was six metres deep at 

the entry to Ellesmere. But now – with reduced water 

fl ow over the last few years – it has silted up so much 

that it’s barely 30 centimetres deep. Malcolm explained that we 

must get up enough speed for the boat to plane before reaching 

the shallow creek mouth. Otherwise, as he pointed out with 

admirable understatement: “We stop. Very suddenly.”

Although I’d prepared myself, the acceleration was so dramatic 

I lost my footing, ending up sitting beside the fi sh hold at 

the stern of the boat. As we shot out of the creek, our vessel 

performed the sort of manoeuvre more usually associated with jet 

boat operators, trying to frighten tourists. “It’s a bit tricky here,” 

shouted Malcolm, as the centrifugal forces threatened to push me 

overboard. “You’ve got to know just what you’re doing.” 

It was only when the boat was hurtling across the surface 

of the lake – and I was starting to develop the fi rst symptoms 

of hypothermia – that I began to get an appreciation of the 

vastness of Ellesmere. Two hundred square kilometres is a lot 

of space. The lake appears to stretch out to the horizon. I could 

easily believe that once a hundred or more fi sherman worked 

there without overcrowding.

After only a few minutes the boats stopped at the fi rst eel net. 

Clem and Taura lowered themselves over the side, wearing bib-

type dry-suits. The shallow lake water only just came to their 

waists. They quickly lifted the eel net, and passed it aboard to 

Malcolm who emptied it into the fi sh hold. The eels writhed like 

boiling silver, as Malcolm carefully sorted through the catch, 

and then threw the undersized specimens back into the lake.

Looking at the size and vigour of the eels, it was hard to believe 

the fi ndings of Environment Court Judge Jeff Smith. In a recent 

case, Judge Smith declared Lake Ellesmere to be eutrophic – so 

polluted by nitrogen and phosphate compounds  that algal 

growth has become over-stimulated. This is a hazardous state 

for a lake ecosystem. As the rampant algal growth decomposes 

it causes a reduction in the dissolved oxygen content of the 

lake water. In fact, oxygen levels can become so low that fi sh 

life is unable to survive. Fortunately for Ellesmere, the lake is 

able to receive suffi cient additional oxygenation via its own 

wave action. However, if the lake were any less windy, or any 

less shallow, then much of the aquatic animal life would be at 

serious risk.

This alarming state of affairs has prompted headlines 

declaring Lake Ellesmere to be ‘technically dead’. While this 

claim owes more to newspaper hyperbole than science – the 

lake is not dead, technically or otherwise – there’s no denying 

the lake’s wildlife is suffering the consequences of severe 

environmental degradation. Investigations by the National 

Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) show that 

both the number and growth rate of Ellesmere’s long-fi nned 

eels have diminished signifi cantly over recent years. Poor water 

quality has driven other fi sh species almost to the verge of 

extinction. For example, the number of spawning brown trout 

recorded in Ellesmere’s infl owing waterways has declined from 

65,000 in 1949 to only 87 in 2004.

The eutrophication of Lake Ellesmere is due to a number of 

different factors. With a catchment of just under 2,700 square 

kilometres, Ellesmere is effectively a small puddle at the end of 

a massive sewer drain. Much of the fertilizer and animal waste 

that’s washed off pastures within the catchment area ends up 

in the lake, as well as the run-off from roads and industrial 

areas via the stormwater system. Not only that, but the 

wetlands surrounding the lake – which previously acted as a 

partial fi lter to the incoming fl ows of water – have been largely 

destroyed by encroaching farmland. And all this is complicated 

by the fact that – as Judge Smith observed – the “Lake levels 

[are] manipulated for farming, rather than natural values”. 

about its prospects: “Ellesmere will continue to deteriorate”. 

Howard-Williams says that urgent action must be taken to 

halt the lake’s decline. “It defi nitely won’t get better if we do 

nothing. Some intervention has to take place to slow the input 

of nutrients if we don’t want the lake to get worse.”

To this end the Waihora Ellesmere Trust (WET) has been 

formed. The trust has the support of Environment Canterbury, 

and consists of interested individuals and organisations, 

concerned about the deterioration of the lake. It includes 

groups as diverse as Federated Farmers, The Department of 

Conservation, Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu, and the Lake Ellesmere 

Fisherman’s Association.

Jason Arnold is the co-ordinator of WET. “Ellesmere is 

clearly unwell at the moment,” he says, “but our group has a 

lot of support from landowners and the rest of the community. 

Admittedly, we’re struggling to get central government to 

commit to addressing the problems faced by the lake, but we’re 

working hard to change this.” However, despite his optimistic 

words, he readily acknowledges: “If we can’t make the necessary 

improvements, then the lake is really in trouble.” The trust’s 

main emphasis at the moment is to produce a state-of-the-lake 

report updating the scientifi c research on Ellesmere.

Back on the lake, Clem and Taura had cleared the remainder 

of the nets. The fi sh hold was full of fl ounder – the main catch 

during the winter months. Today’s eels would be liberated 

tomorrow morning.

The fi shing boats returned to the Waikewai creek, and the 

catch was brought ashore. Clem took out his knife, sharpened 

it, and began to gut fl ounder at breakneck speed. “He’s like 

Edward Scissorhands,” Taura said admiringly. The fl ounder 

were carefully washed, and then packed in ice for delivery 

to customers. During summer Clem exports his eel catch as 

far as Europe.

The eels writhed like boiling silver, as Malcolm carefully sorted through 
the catch, and then threw the undersized specimens back into the lake.

Despite his optimistic words, he readily acknowledges: “If we can’t make 
the necessary improvements, then the lake is really in trouble.”
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I 
asked Clem and Taura about the future. Does Clem have 

any plans to retire? “No way,” said Clem, “I plan to keep on 

fi shing until I drop.” What attracted Taura to the lifestyle of 

a commercial fi sherman on Ellesmere? “All you’ve got to do is 

look at the view out here to answer that question,” he replied. 

Inevitably, the conversation turned to the question of 

whether there’s any future for them on Lake Ellesmere. “The 

thing that frustrates me,” said Clem, “is that everyone knows 

that the current situation isn’t sustainable. There are far too 

many water rights being issued, and we can all see the effect 

it’s having on the rivers and everything else. It reminds me of 

the fi shing industry in the 70s and 80s. Everybody knew that 

stocks were over-fi shed, but people were still being encouraged 

to invest. And then when it all collapsed, a lot of people lost 

their livelihood and jobs.”

The scientists at NIWA would make a similar point in a 

different way. They say that Lake Ellesmere should be viewed 

as “A beacon which indicates how well we are maintaining the 

land”. It’s rather obvious that – by this standard – we’re not 

being very sustainable. This has implications not only for the 

destruction of New Zealand’s natural countryside, but also in 

terms of international trade. The Parliamentary Commissioner 

for the Environment has recently pointed out that future entry 

into overseas agricultural markets may be dependent on meeting 

their standards for sustainable farming practice: “It is important 

to consider what would happen if New Zealand farmers were 

required to comply with European standards to gain access 

to these markets. Recent research suggests that many of New 

Zealand’s waterways would already fail to meet European Union 

water quality standards for nitrogen, and further intensifi cation 

could exacerbate this situation.” In this context, a polluted and 

eutrophic Ellesmere is clearly not going to be good advertising 

for the sustainability of New Zealand farming.

I watched as Clem gutted the last fl ounder, and then threw 

it into the fi sh crate. He rested for a few moments, looking out 

across the lake towards Mount Herbert. “It’s unbelievable that 

they can’t learn the lessons of the past about sustainability. And 

I’ll tell you one thing – it’s going to be tough luck for everyone 

concerned if the event that fi nally makes people sit up and take 

notice is the ecological collapse of Lake Ellesmere.”

It’s a sobering thought. In the meantime it might be a good 

idea for the rest of us to visit the lake, and remind ourselves how 

much we’ve got to lose. Don’t wait too long though. Ellesmere 

may not have much time left.

Lake Ellesmere should be viewed as “A beacon which indicates 
how well we are maintaining the land”.

Dinner theatre at its best

For a memorable 
dining experience 
you can’t go past 
Dick’s Entertaining 
Guide.

A comedy cooking 
show, Dick’s 
Entertaining Guide
is just one of 
many events being 

offered as part of the inaugural University of 
Canterbury arts festival Platform.

Created and performed by Richard Till, host 
of the new TV1 series Kiwi Kitchen, Dick’s 
Entertaining Guide is a celebration of good 
old New Zealand culinary fare. It is the perfect 
show for those who find recipes never come 
out looking like they do in the cookbook.

“It deals with the food that we grew up with, 
when there weren’t restaurants on every corner 
and no-one had heard of pesto,” says Mr Till.

Promising to talk about the politics of food 
and where our dinners come from in “a very 
enthusiastic manner”, Mr Till says a fun time 
will be had by all.

Performed in the manner of a television 
cooking show, Mr Till will cook while 
entertaining and the audience will be fed a 
delicious meal.  

Mr Till has performed comedy cooking shows 
shows at a number of  festivals around the 
country since 2002. Dick’s Entertaining Guide
follows the successful Just Dick It and Dick 
Does Dinner.

Christchurch will come alive this month as a 
wealth of artistic talent goes on show around 
the city during the inaugural University of 
Canterbury Arts Festival, Platform.

The festival will showcase the skills and 
talents of both University students and staff 
through a wide range of creative events 
staged around the city and on campus from 
10-26 August.

From opera, music recitals and art exhibitions 
to avant-garde theatre and public lectures, 
there will be something for everyone in 
Platform.

Highlights include Anthony Ritchie’s operatic 
interpretation of Ian Cross’ The God Boy
featuring Canterbury University students 
under the direction of Elric Hooper; the 
Red Bus Diary exhibition documenting the 
travels of Fine Arts student Tim Veling on 
the city’s buses; a gala concert featuring the 
University’s Professor in Voice Dame Malvina 
Major; and the entertaining dinner theatre 
experience of Dick’s Entertaining Guide.

Festival organiser Tim Chesney says the 
combination of up-and-coming talent, 
well-known artists and impassioned 
performances will make Platform successful 
and unmistakable.

“It will be a real showcase of what goes on 
in the University’s College of Arts,” he says.

“Platform is exactly that – a platform for staff 
and students to show wider Christchurch the 
flair and skill they possess.” 

Other events to look out for during the 
event’s two-week period include a 
performance of Antonio Vivaldi’s The Four 
Seasons by German violinist Roman Nodel 
and the Pettman Junior Academy of Music 
Chamber Orchestra, and an exhibition of art 
work by Cathryn Shine of the School of Fine 
Arts at the SOFA Gallery.

A full schedule of events can be found on the 
University’s website at 
www.canterbury.ac.nz/platform

Red Bus adventure on show

Candid photographs 
documenting the 
travels of Canterbury 
University Masters 
student Tim Veling 
on Christchurch’s 
red buses will be 
exhibited at the 
CoCA Gallery as part 
of Platform.

Tim, a Master of Fine Arts (Photography) 
student, spent two years of a three year 
project riding the city’s red buses with 
his Leica camera, exploring the city and 
photographing sights and scenes that caught 
his interest. 

His journey around his home town, part of 
his Masters project, aroused nationwide 
media interest scoring him an interview on 
TV1’s Breakfast show and features in local 
newspapers.

Forty-nine of Tim’s photographs will feature 
in the Red Bus Diary exhibition, which is 
also part of the A Place in Time project, a 
University of Canterbury School of Fine Arts 
multi-media project that documents the 
21st century. 

A book containing Tim’s thoughts and images 
will be published in time for the exhibition 
and a number of his photos will feature on 
some of the city’s buses thanks to Red Bus 
Ltd’s sponsorship of the Platform festival. 

Canterbury University’s inaugural arts festival hits town in August

Dame Malvina Gala Concert
Internationally 
renowned opera 
singer Dame 
Malvina Major, 
Canterbury 
University’s 
Professor in Voice, 
will perform in a 
gala concert in the 
Great Hall of the 

Arts Centre on  21 August.

Dame Malvina will perform a selection of her 
favourite lieder, opera and duets
accompanied by soprano Jamie Ling and 
pianist Artas Balakauskas.

She will also host a Masterclass for voice on 
10 August in the University of Canterbury’s 
School of Music.

Dame Malvina’s successful international 
singing career has spanned over 40 years. 
The roles she has performed include Tosca in 
Tosca, Marguerita in Faust, Mimi and Musetta 
in La Boheme, Rosalinde in Die Fliedermaus,
Violetta in La Traviata and Donna Anna and 
Donna Elvira in Don Giovanni.

The Gala Concert will start at 7pm on 21 
August and tickets are available from 
Ticketek. The Masterclass will be held on 10 
August, 4-6pm.av
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